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Abstract 
Three-component distributions of multidimensional affine space are 
discussed. The geometrical objects, which determine the normal of the 
first kind of the equipping hyperdistribution of affine space, are con-
structed in the differential neighbourhood of the second order. The fields 
of the invariant osculating hyperquadrics are constructed in the different 
differential neighbourhoods. 
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1 Introduction 
The real article applies to differential geometry of (n-fT)-dimensional affine space 
-4n+i-
The three-component distributions (H(M(A))-distributions) of affine space 
are discussed. The objects Q a , Q \ Qp are introduced in the second differ-
ential neighbourhood. They determine the normal of the first kind of the H-
distribution—analog of the normal, which was constructed by E. D. Alshibaj [1] 
for the hyperplane distribution of affine space. Their geometrical characteristics 
are taken. The fields of the invariant osculating hyperquadrics are constructed 
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in the different differential neighbourhoods, which depend on choice of the nor­
mal of the first kind of the equipping H-distribution. 
The fields of the invariant osculating hyperquadrics are constructed in the 
first and in the third differential neighborhoods of the forming element of the 
three-component distribution. 
We found the conditions of the tangency of the second order of the osculating 
hyperquadrics with the curves, which belong to the different distributions. 
We use results, which we have got in the articles [2, 3]. 
During all summary indexes take following meanings: 
(j, p, т = 1, n; p, a, r = 1, r; a, /3,7 = m + 1, n; 
i, j , k = r + l ,m; u, v,w = r + l ,n; I, J, K = l , n + 1; 
a , b , c = l , m ; u,v,\b = r + l , n + 1; d,,/3,7 = m + l , n + 1. 
2 Definition of the three-component distribution 
Let us consider (n + l)-dimensional affine space A n + i , which is taken to movable 
frame R = {AL,e/}. Differential equations of infinitesimal transference of frame 
R look as follows: 
dA = w e / , dej = u;j e^, 
where ujj-, a;7 - invariant forms of affine group, which satisfy equations of the 
structure: 
du1 = U ^ A C J ^ , duof = ujjkojf. 
Structural forms of current point X = A + x J eI of space A n +i look as follows: 
AX1 = dxT + XKLUIK+U
I. 
Combination of current point X and point of frame A leads to the following 
equation: 
A K / = a ; / . 
Immobility condition of the point A is written down as follows: u/ = 0. Let the 
frame chosen by this way be called as frame R. 
Let IIr-r-dimensional plane in A n + i , given by the following way: 
H r = [A, Lpj , 
where Lp = ep + A ^ . 
Let m-dimensional plane I I m was set by this following way: 
where Ma = ea + M ^ e d . 
And hyper plane n n is set 
where Ta = ea + H£
+1en+i. 
п m = [л, м a 
n n = [A,Ta], 
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The (n+l)-dimensional manifolds in spaces of notion {AA^, a / } , {AMa
Q, a;7}, 
{AH™+1, a / } , which are determined by differential equations 
AA; = A*KUJ
K, AM« = M:KU,
K, AH:+1 = H»K
xwK (1) 
are called distributions of the first kind accordingly of: r-dimensional linear 
elements (A-distribution), ra-dimensional linear elements (M-distribution) and 
hyperplanes (H-distribution), Equations of system (1) to each point A (center of 
distribution) is set according to planes II r , n m , IJn. Let consider, that manifolds 
(1) are distributions of tangent elements: center A belongs to planes II r , IJm , 
nn. 
We demand, that in some area of space An+\ for any center A the following 
condition take place: 
A e n r c nm c nn. 
The three of distributions of affine space An+\, consisting of basic distri-
bution of the first kind r-dimensional linear elements II r = A (A-distribution), 
equipping distribution of the first kind of m-dimensional linear elements I I m = 
M (M-distribution) and equipping distribution of the first kind of hyperplane 
elements Un = H (r < m < n) (H-distribution) with relation of incidence 
of their corresponding elements in common center A of the following view: 
A e A C M C H are called H (M(A))-distribution. 
Let us make the following canonization of frame It: we will place vectors ep 
in the plane II r , vectors e;—in plane n m , and vectors ea—in plane I I n . Such 
frame will be called frame of the null order R°. This definition leads to the 
following equations: 
A£ = 0, Ma
d = 0, H£+1 = 0. 
In frame R° H (M(A))-distribution is defined by the differential equations: 
, ,u _ KU . ,K a ji/ra . ,K ,n+l __ r rn+l . ,K 
Up ~ APK
U > ^i - MiK^ » Ua - HaK UJ . 
It is possible partial zero-order frame R° canonization, where M " + 1 = 0, 
H2+1 _ 0. We will call it frame of the first order It1. 
In the chosen frame R1 manifold H(M(A)) is determined by the following 
system of differential equations: 
, ,u __ KU K ,n+l _ i\/rn+l u .a -\/roc . ,K 
Up ~ \ K U » UJi - Mi{L CO , LOi ~ MiKLO , 
, .n+1 _ rrn+l, ,u p _ \P K 
Ua - Hau
 U i Wu - AuKU ' 
3 The normal Q of the //-distribution 
The geometrical objects of the second order were constructed using results, 
which we have got in the articles [2, 3]: 
Qa = -<£+i$, Ql = - (Qa& + «£u) &, 
Q? = - {1?^ + AqaQ
a + ^ + i ) K 
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The quasitensor of the second order {Qa} determines invariant equipment—the 
normal of the first kind of the H-distribution, which innerly connected with 
H (M(A))-distribution. 
The theorem has been formulated, which generalized the corresponding the-
orem proved by E. D. Alshibaja [1] for the hyperplane elements. 
Theorem 1 The normal L, where 
L = Lpep + L
ueu + e n + i , 
moves parallel along the curves, which belong to distribution of the normal Q. 
Really along the curves uja = Qaujn+1 we have: 
d i = ( E x + 1 + i"w"+ 1+<+i1)1-
Remarks 
1. The normal of the first kind Q, introduced for the H (M(A))-distribution, 
is analog the normal, which was constructed E. D. Alshibaja [1] for the 
hyperplane distribution of affine space. 
2. The field of the quasitensor {Qa} creates the field of the normals of the 
first kind of the M-distribution, the field of the quasitensor {Qa} creates 
the field of the normal of the first kind of the ^-distribution, the field of 
the quasitensor {Qp} creates the field of the normal of the first kind of the 
A-distribution, and the field of the quasitensor {Qu} creates the field of the 
normal of the first kind of the X-distribution. 
4 The osculating hyperquadrics of the three-component 
distribution 
Let us construct sequentially systems of the values: 




p\ bps = 6fat„ bf = b
psM«s, 
For the tensor {Mps} let us consider directed tensor of the first order {M
ps}, 
which satisfies equations: 
MZ'Mfl, = r5l M#MZ = (n - m)8s 
and satisfies differential equations: 
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Let us consider relative tensor of the second order {Qf}'. 
fa = \M;sMi\ bi=t{bt, Qi=ii~bi. 






With the help of the tensors {QJ{} and {o^} will determine the symmetric tensor 
of the second order: 
Bij = \ {QfbKj + QfbKi) • 
In the general case the tensor {13^} is nondegenerated. The quasitensor {ta} 
and the tensor {B^} give possibility to construct the object {Bij, Bia, Bap}, 
where 
Bia = ~Bi,jta, -k>aj3 = —Biatp. 
Let us consider the absolute tensor in the differential neighborhood of the second 
order of the forming element of the three-component distribution : 
bpq = a
s arJBsrpBtfq. 
In the general case the tensor {bpq} is nondegenerated, so making it possible to 
bring in the absolute tensor {bqr}, which opposite to it: 
bPqb«
r = s;. 
Then we will obtain subsequently the following tensors of the second order: 
baq = Mara
rq, ip = Bpqsb
qs, Aap = ipaa, Nq = Aapb
ap. 
The equation of the osculating hyperquadric relatively to the local reper looks 
as follows: 
AJKx
JxK + 2AjxJ + A = 0, AJK = AKJ. 
Coefficients of the field of the osculating hyperquadrics of the three-component 
distribution may be captured by components of the sequence of fundamental 
geometric objectives of distribution in different ways. 
Following the work of A. Stoliarov [4], we have the following field of the 





px1' + 2Ap ax
p ;ra + 2Miax
lxa 
+ 2 p a , n + 1 * V
+ 1 + 2pa,n+1x
axn+1 + P n + 1 , n + 1 ^
+ 1 ^ + 1 - 2 ^ + 1 = 0, 
where 
Pp,n+1 = ~ [aPqVq ~ VV + ApaZV
a + ApiV
%) , 
HWi = ~ K? ' ^ + \Miav
a + hi + Apiv
p) , 
Pa,n+1 = ~ {OKXP^ + \MiaV
l + CLa + A p a ^
P ) , 






+ a ^ V + aa^v
av(3 + \Miav
lva. 
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This field of the osculating hyperquadrics is determined in the second differ-
ential neighbourhood of the forming element of the three-component distribu-
tion. 
Differently from the captures are constructed in the work [4], where the 
quasitensor {au} is fixed, we apply quasitensor {V, va} designating liberally in 
the internal invariant normal of first order K-distribution. 
One more field of the osculating hyperquadrics will be obtained in similar 
ways: 




n+1xn+1 - 2xn+1 = 0, (2) 
where 








Pa,n+1 = ~ (QOL^ + MiaV
l + ApaV
P) , 







Will emphasize that the field of the invariant osculating hyperquadrics (2) is 
determined in the first differential neighbourhood of the forming element of 
the three-component distribution. Really, if the normal {Lp} in the captures 
H>,n+i> Pa,n+i5 Pi,n+i will be taken as the normal {v
p}, that the field of the 
invariant osculating hyperquadrics (2) will be determined in the first differential 
neighbourhood. 
The constructed hyperquadrics by virtue of 
•r\pq — Qpqi Aij — Qij-j -^-a/3 =
 ttc*/3) \^) 
are the osculating ones not as regards to the A-distriburion only but to the 
MA-distribution and the ^-distribution too. 
The following theorems are proved: 
Theorem 2 The hyperquadric Qn has the tangency of the second order with the 
curves, which belong to the H-distribution, if and only if, when the conditions 
(3) and following conditions 
A . _ A -A- —A- —A —A • — f) 
are satisfied. 
Remarks 
1. If the hyperquadric Qn has the tangency of the second order with the curves, 
which belong to the H-distribution, that it is the tangency of the second 
order with any curve of the A-distribution, of the MA-distribution, M-
distribution and ^-distribution; 
2. If the hyperquadric Qn has the tangency of the second order with the curves, 
which belong to the M-distribution, that it is the tangency of the second 
order with any curve of the A-disrtibution and MA-distribution. 
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5 The condition tha t the zero subtenzor of tenzor 
of inhokmomic i ty of the basic dis tr ibution 
Let us consider the values: 
cf^M^-^Mij, V * c £ - 0 , 
4q = APq ~ ̂ ^ VKq = 0 ' 
ca = A a — va A Vxca = 0 
cpq i lpg u ivpqi v d^pq — u -
Then we will obtain the following geometrical objects of the second order of 
the three-component distribution of affine space: 
fc, b'L = bVaj 
UÍ3 _ ijpq (3 
ua "a upg' 
y a ua S j ' 
bap^b^j, 
b^ba = ó^ 
w a u 7
 u 7 ' 
1 i 
b l5 b a = J!5 y a u 7 u 7 » 
bjbfc = 0
l
k, y ÓUJ - ~ w j x i n + 1 , 
Bij = - | (&ř**; + ̂ f e ) , ViBy = - ^ n ^ + 1 , 
BaP = - | (&a&7/3 + ̂ 7 a ) , V«5-/3a/3 = -Ba/SnjJl}, 
1 . /í 1 1 1 \ 1 1 n + 1 
Ba/3 = - 2 ^ 2 » 7Č + 6 ̂  6 7 a I , Vj i3 a/3 = - -B a/8l--n+1-





ü a x l n + ľ 
vЛã = _ _ / 3 П n + l ~° a1J-n+l> 
Viòj = Lѓт n + 1 
1 
V.5 b a/3 -o, 
v ^ = 
VsЬß-
- r У 0 П n + 1 
1 
- _ b/3Пn+1 
- ^ a ^ n + l í 
Y7.ҺІ — _ M T T n + 1 
Ba = - (Ba/3^ + áa) , V áB a = Baj9I-í.+I, 
1 / 1 \ i 1 
B a = - B a Z + tta , V j B ^ B c X + 1 . 
B a = - ( B a X + *«) > ViB a =B a / 3 n^ + 1 , 
3 / 1 \ 3 1 
Ba = -ÍB a0vP + ba\, Ví B a=B aí3lln+1, 
Éi = - (BijvJ + a . ) , VsBi = B j W n + 1 , 
1 „„ _. ( 1 
P — . cyQ'Pqr®' 5 v S*p — I &pr + _i_ o ^ Tqsttpr 1 h n + l ' V / 
Let us construct the values in the third differential neighbourhood of the 
forming element of the three-component distribution. 
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We have the differential equations: 
Vr-p/c ~ £rAp/c^n+i - [aprK - -^at
satfKaprrqsa
qt + ^_a £ s r £ s /cap r 





which were obtained with the help of differentiation of the equations: (4) 
Let us construct systems of the values of the third order on the condition that 
the zero subtenzor {rqs} of the tenzor of inholonomicity of the basic distribution: 
T = (tpq - tptq) at", 5T = 2rtpIl
p
n+1 - AurTln+1 + TB£\, 
To = ? - Bau° - Biv\ ST0 = ToK+l + 2BaU^+1 + 2^n n + 1 + 2trWn+1, 
1 • ! i i ! 
To= 7 - B« " a - Biu\ 5 T0=To 1^+1 + 2 Ba n^+1 + 2JBiITn+1 + 2irIIn+1, 
To= ? - 5 ^ Q - IV, ^ T0=To n„+} + 2 Ba n«+1 + 2^n n + 1 + 2*rnn+1, 
Fo- ? - #* ^a - B*!/', ^ Fo-To n^+_ + 2 £ a n«+1 + 2H,nn+1 + 2t rnn+1. 
On the conditions: 
J\ij — a{j, */la/3 — &OLP") ^pi — -i-pi? ^poc — -*pa> **-iot — M-ioti 
x.) -Apn+1 =z tp, vAin+1
 _ •-->{) -Aan+1 — --'en ^ n + 1 n + 1 — I05 
_ ! _ i 
--J vApn+1 — *p« "Ajn-fi — L>i, vAan_|_i —L>co *An+l n + 1 —LOi 
_ - _ 2 
o j »Apn-|-i — tp, -Ajn+1 — I-'i) *Aan+l —L 'co ^ n + 1 n + 1 —1 0\ 
_l _ 3 
4J vApn+1 — *p5 -A-in+l — -Oi) «Aa.n+i —-Oct? ^ n + 1 n + 1 —1 Oi 
we have four more fields of the osculating hyperquadrics of the three component 
distribution. 
6 The conditions of the tangency of the second order of 
the hyperquadr ic w ith the curves 
Let us consider the conditions of the tangency of the second order of the hyper-
quadric Qn with the curves, which belong to the different distributions of the 
three-component distribution: 
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The distributions to which 
belong the curves 
The conditions of the tangency of the second 
order of the hyperquadric with the curves 
Л-distribution J\pq — &pqi 
MЛ-distribution Jxij — ^ij 1 
M-distribution JKpq — Üpq, Jл-i j — CLij , J\pi — J^ip U, 
Xn _ m -distribution Лаß — dаß, 
Я-distribution 
JKpq — CLpq, Jiij — Uij, J\аß — ^аß» 
J\pi — Лpа — J^iа — Jł-ìp — Jт-аp — J^-аi — U 
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